**Bath, Bristol & the Southwest Regions**

**Clifton**
Handsome Clifton is home to its namesake suspension bridge spanning the spectacular Avon Gorge, and a tempting array of pubs and restaurants.

**Bristol City Centre**
Buzzing hub of Bristol, crammed with the picks of the city’s top heritage sights, thought-provoking street art and standout restaurants and shops.

**Royal Crescent & Northwest Bath**
A delightful confluence of elegant Georgian architecture and Jane Austen culture, with an alluring selection of excellent restaurants and hip cafes.

**Somerset**
A peaceful corner of England, Somerset eases you into low gear to explore ancient sights, picturesque hills, dramatic gorges and inviting, low-lying wetlands.

**Wiltshire**
Wiltshire’s captivating pastoral hues and comely villages are matched with the exceptional, ancient sights of Stonehenge and Avebury plus some serene architectural gems.

**Central Bath**
Steeped in history, central Bath brings together the incomparable Roman Baths and imposing Bath Abbey, plus a fine crop of dining choices.